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ABSTRACT
Urban and rural development requires an innovative

problem-solving mechanism that would better use the leverage inherent
in available resources. There is a model of such an institution now
evolving in depressed areas which warrants a substantial investment
of Ford Foundation funds: the Community Development Corporation
(CDC)--an organization whose raison d'etre is the efficient
allocation of resources to improve the conditions of life in minority
communities. The CDC is a locally controlled, tax-exempt corporation
that operates programs aimed at both immediate relief of severe
social and economic disadvantaged and at eventual regeneration of its
community. Its programs are usually funded by grants or investments
from government and the private sector; and they seek primarily to
increase jobs and income, to improve housing and to secure better
services from local government, business, and utilities, and to
foster a sense of hope in communities that have been stagnant or
deteriorating. Although governed by boards representing coalitions of
local interests, the most effective CDCs are run by strongly
individualistic executives. The National Affairs Division of the
Foundation has embarked on a series of experiments to develop and
test this new kind of institution through support of a group of CDCs,
which vary by race, region, organizational structure, and program
emphasis. The primary goal of these experiments is to strengthen a
promising development institution. A directly related purpose is to
conduct operational research on the development process; i.e.,
especially minority community development; still another objective is
to train leaders and managers. (Author/JM)
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This report deals with an expanded program of Ford Foun-
dation support for community development corporations in
the nation's depressed urban and rural areas. Over the next
five years the Foundation plans to devote a substantial por-
tion of the budget of its National Affairs Division to such
models for the regeneration of these areas. Descriptions of
eight of the major community corporations the Foundation
is currently supporting are contained within the text.

The report is adapted from a paper presented to the Board
of Trustees of the Foundation in September 1972, before
President Nixon's fiscal 1974 budget had been sent to Con-
gress. The emphasis of that budget on state and local
revenue sharing for the support of many social and develop-
mental programs will obviously require some changes in the
source of financing for some activities of the community
development corporations (CDCs) discussed below. In Feb-
ruary 1973, these changes are already evident as local CDCs
turn for funding increasingly to the state, county, and
municipal authorities with which they already have strong
relations. At these levels of government, organized, respon-
sible representation for the poor and disadvantaged may be
even more crucial than it is at the federal level; the effec-
tiveness with which CDCs provide this representation in the
next few years will be a test of the adaptability that is
claimed for them.

MITCHELL SVIRIDOFF
Vice President, National Affairs

The nation's most serious domestic problem continues
to be the fact that large numbers of its minority group
citizens live in poverty and isolation in depressed cen-
tral city and rural areas. Over the last decade the federal
government has initiated scores of programs in an effort
to develop or redevelop such areas. The resources
allocated through these efforts have had some produc-
tive results, but neither separately nor as a related series
of actions have such programs had much long-range
effect on the impacted problems of most minority
communities.

The major lesson implicit in the experience of this
decade is that changing social problems cannot be best
solved by narrowly focused "crash" programs with
large budgets. The marginal impact of such program-
ming leads to a second lesson: that efforts to deal with
depressed areas must be comprehensive and long-term;
social, physical, environmental, and economic redevel-
opment effOrts are all required. Finally, and most im-

portant, it seems that a principal cause of the lack of
federal program impact is the mismatch between
society's capacity to provide resources and the limited
ability of local communities to absorb and use them
effectively. The possibility of finding new techniques for
effective resource use was the basis for a prime conclu-
sion from a recent Brookings study on national priorities:

In many areas of social policy, no one really knows which
techniques or approaches are successful and which are not.
...The major private foundations could...play a role in
sponsoring social experiments. Foundations sometimes have
greater freedom of action and are less likely to be wedded
to existing programs than are federal bureaucracies.*

What urban and rural development require is not just
capital but an innovative problem-solving mechanism
that would make better use of the leverage inherent in
available resources. The development process is con-
stantly changing and requires a capacity for flexible
response and different strategies in different places at
different times. There is as yet no satisfactory institu-
tional model with responsibility for the resurrection of
depressed areas and the internal capacity to evolve new
programs in response to changing problems.

But there is a model of such an institution now evolv-
ing in depressed areas around the nation which war-
rants a substantial investment of Ford Foundation
funds: the community development cotporation (CDC)
an organization whose raison d'être is the efficient
allocation of resources to improve the conditions of life
in minority communities. The CDC is a locally con-
trolled, tax-exempt corporation that operates programs
aimed at both immediate relief of severe social and
economic disadvantage and at eventual regeneration of
its community. Its programs are usually funded by
grants or investments from government and the private
sector; and they seek primarily to increase jobs and
income, to improve housing and to secure better serv-
ices from local government, business, and utilities, and
to foster a sense of hope in communities that have been
stagnant or deteriorating. Although governed by boards
representing coalitions of local interests, the most effec-
tive CDCs are run by strongly individualistic executives
who have demonstrated' ability to devise programs,
attract funds, inspire co-workers, earn the respect of

Brookings Institution, Setting National Priorities, The 1973 Bud-
get, pp. 463-64.
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people in the community, and harmonize conflicting
forces.

A few such CDCs have evolved to the point where they
could reasonably become local delivery mechanisms in
a national program with systematic funding from gov-
ernmental sources. In fact, they are increasingly sought
after by government at all levels to act as its instrumen-
tality. For example, the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corporation, with program activities totaling over $25
million annually, is the recipient of a contract from
New York City's Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
to implement its ex-offender program, is the prime
mover for city and state financed day-care activities in
the area, and has agreed to manage a substantial part
of the government's inventory of abandoned buildings
in Bedford-Stuyvesant. Reverend Leon Sullivan's Zion
organization, which is based in Philadelphia, now has
over 4,000 employees and a program budget in excess
of $50 million annually, primarily in governmental fund-
ing. The New York State Urban Development Corpora-
tion (UDC) is one of the nation's largest proiducers of
publicly supported housing. It has designated major
banks and one Foundation-supported CDCUpper Park
Avenue Community Association (UPACA)as devel-
opers for the $100 million redevelopment of a nine
square block area in East Harlem.

At the rate at which many Foundation-supported
CDCs are attracting resources to undertake public pro-
grams, it is not unreasonable to assume a range of pro-
gramming from $25-$75 million annually within five
years for each of the principal CDCs. Beyond this grow-
ing capacity to manage social and physical programs,
they have begun to acquire the characteristics of devel-
opment institutions in their own rightinstitutions for
the planning, distribution, and management of develop-
ment resources.

The National Affairs Division of the Foundation has
embarked on a series of experiments to develop and
test this new kind of institution through support of a
group of CDCs, which vary by race, region, organiza-
tional structure, and program emphasis. The primary
goal of these experiments is to strengthen a promising
development institution. A directly related purpose is
to conduct operational research on the development
process, i.e., especially minority community develop-
ment; still another objective is to train leaders and
managers.

The Emergence of
Community Development
Corporations

Throughout the 1960s the United States addressed itself
through a range of programs, many of them innovative,
to the problems of urban and rural poverty. Out of this
variety of private and public programs has emerged a
new and potentially useful social form: the locally con-
trolled, publicly oriented development corporation.
Although the Foundation's support has been focused on
what it regards as the most promising type, many other
types of such corporations now exist. These have orig-
inated from two major thrusts in recent domestic
policy: the social service and community action activi-
ties of the poverty program and the "hard program-
ming" that has grown out of the minority economic
development movement and the nation's housing efforts.

The major experimental effort that led to these cor-
porations began with this Foundation's Gray Areas pro-
gram, started in 1961 and 1962 with grants to Oakland,
New Haven, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington, and,
state-wide, North Carolina; each of these projects was
to undertake comprehensive social programming. The
Foundation continued financial support totaling some
$12 million to the Gray Areas programs through the
mid-decade. Some programs proved highly successful,
most notably in New Haven and North Carolina; others
had uneven records; still others languished. The best
of the programs mobilized millions of dollars of govern-
ment and private funds and initiated programs that are
now accepted components of social policy (e.g., Head
Start, legal services, and various types of job training).

These Gray Areas innovations broke the ground for
the national training, education, and social service pro-
grams authorized by the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964. Significantly, these efforts were assigned to a local
non-profit corporationa "Community Action Agency"
or "CAA"that was modelled largely on the earlier
local Gray Areas corporations. In 1964 and 1965 hun-
dreds of CAAs were organized throughout the nation.

In the years since the early Gray Areas program, the
degree and focus of the Ford Foundation's attention to
minority programs have varied. Federal adoption of so
much of the Foundation-supported model was an indi-
cation that a philanthropic program had accomplished
its demonstration goals with the result that funding and
staff attention were reduced. Following the outbreak of
the urban disorders of the mid-decade, the Foundation
began to consider new action-oriented programs directly
aimed at achieving social and economic parity for racial



minorities. In 1966 an internal staff study resulted in a
recommendation to establish a Division of National
Affairs containing an Office of Social Development that
would stand as an expression of "our greatest present
concern...enlarging the opportunities for minorities
most conspicuously the Negro minority."

By 1970 this program was supporting a number of
community-based efforts to deal with urban and rural
poverty. The Foundation began identifying priority
grantees of this type as "community development cor-
porations" or "CDCs," a term which was then being
broadly applied to local corporations ranging from Com-
munity Action Agencies with comprehensive programs
to groups limited to aiding minority business enter-
prise. The Foundation's definition and use of this term
expressed the programmatic objective of helping to
build a type of local development institution that would
avoid the shortcomings of some of the poverty pro-
grams. Groups were sought that gave priority to social
and economic programs that could produce visible
improvements in poverty areas. The local corporations
selected had already built strong community organiza-
tions and were interested not only in the efficient deliv-
ery of social service programs but also in various kinds
of economic developmentespecially measures that
might slow the rate of physical decline in ghetto areas
and increase the inflow of income and capital.

Similar considerations, based on experience, influ-
enced the decisions of government leaders devising still
more new programs to attack the problems of urban
and rural depressed areas. The first of these was the
Special Impact Program ( Title 1-D) enacted in the 1966
amending legislation of the Economic Opportunity Act.
Both the. OEO administrators of Title 1-D and its
senatorial authors sought to find and build local organ-
izations that could implement effective programs. The
Special Impact Program reflected and gave impetus to
a growing concern with minority economic develop-
ment. The other principal manifestations of this concern
have been the minority-oriented programs of the Small
Business Administration ( SBA) and the Office of Minor-
ity Business Enterprise (OMBE).

Both the SBA and OMBE programs have concentrated
on the individual or small corporate entrepreneur. How-
ever, these frequently marginal and dispersed enter-
prises cannot, as Geoffrey Faux points out,* carry the
burden of redevelopment. Experience so far indicates

that programs aimed mainly or exclusively at small
business development seem to have little institutional
impact in disadvantaged communities. For these rea-
sons, and because of the large federal involvement, the
Foundation is de-emphasizing minority enterprise pro-
grams in favor of the entrepreneurial efforts of CDCs,
especially projects of scale with potential for growth.

Two other programs that grew out of federal efforts
in the field of housing have added to the CDC potential
during the late 60s. These are the Department of Hous
ing and Urban Development (HUD) Model Cities Pro-
gram and the subsidies provided under the Omnibus
Housing Act of 1968. The original draft legislation for
the Model Cities Program was aimed at a limited num-
ber of narrowly defined urban minority neighborhoods
in six cities, and included funds for support of minority
enterprise. Unfortunately, by the time the final legisla -.
tion was passed in 1967, available resources were diluted
by increasing the number of cities to 75 and relaxing
the concentration on inner city minority areas. Later
in 1967 the program was extended potentially to another
75 cities. Nevertheless, there, has been a significant flow
of Model Cities funds in recent years to the kind of
CDC the Ford Foundation is now supporting.

There are now well over 100 local agencies of diverse
parentage, program, and potential claiming the, nom-
inal designation "CDC." A better estimate of the total
number of CDCs, however, is 64: eight supported by
this Foundation, 41 by the Special Impact Program of
OEO, and 22 by the Model Cities Program, with seven
such CDCs supported by two of these agencies. But the
federal CDC label covers a multitude of institutional
vehicles. More than a half dozen of the OEO- supported
CDCs are controlled by local governments and some
others exist only as the recipients of planning grants.
A number of the Model Cities CDCs are not concen-
trated in disadvantaged areas and others are not "com-
munity based." Some of the CDCs supported by both
agencies are concerned primarily or exclusively with
aiding individual entrepreneurs; 'thers conduct no
social programs at all. Hence, only a few of the federal
CDCs fit the Foundation's definition.

*See pp. 38-44 of CDCs: New Hope for the Inner City, Report of
the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Community Develop-
ment Corporations, Background Paper by Geoffrey Faux, Fellow,
Institute of Politics, John F Kennedy School of Government, Har-
vard University, published by the Twentieth Century Fup-d,
New York, 1971.



The Foundation's
Community Development
Program

While there is no coherent theory of development or
redevelopment for depressed rural and urban areas in
an advanced economy, the national experience over the
last decade and our own work over the last few years
suggest two primary institutional characteristics:

First, a greater impact on problems of distressed
areas is likely to be made by a locally based, multi-
purpose institutiona community development cor-
porationthan would result from government acting
directly.

Second, the early growth of such CDCs should be
supported by a "development support institution" able
to provide grants for administration and project activi-
ties; equity and debt capital on subsidy terms, particu-
larly for projects of scale; and technical and man-
agerial assistance.

The Foundation does not hold out the CDC model of
development as applicable to all urban and rural de-
pressed areas, some of which appear to have deterio-
rated to a point beyond the reach of currently available
resources. CDCs appear to have the best chance for suc-
cess in those communities where there is some potential
for viability, i.e., where there is a reasonable concentra-
tion of a stable working class population, a degree of
home ownership, or some complex of significant anu
dependable generators of income. The purpose of this
program is toassist competent local development insti-
tutions in such communities, to explore the process of
development in depressed domestic areas, and to aid in
the growth and exercise of minority leadership.

The Foundation's community development program
consists of: (a) continuing operating and social pro-
gram grant support for up to ten major CDCs; (b)
selective recoverable grants as seed capital for concen-
trated economic development programs; (c) carefully
designed technical assistance by professionals in such
fields as commercial and housing development, man-
agement, and accounting; and ( d) program-related in-
vestments (PRIs)* in most of the projects of scale.
These grants and PRIs, especially those for concen-
trated economic development projects, embody per-
formance goals set.,by mutual agreement between the
Foundation and the'grantee. Since it takes a considera-

*Program-related investments are Foundation funds invested in
socially useful commercial and nonprofit enterprises at higher
risk or for less return than is the case with the Foundation's
other investments.
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ble amount of time for both institutions and large-scale
economic development projects to mature, the Founda-
tion anticipates continuing this program for another
five years.

CDCs: Nature and Characteristics

The kind of CDC that the Foundation has chosen as a
development model is distinguishable in several ways
from other organizations using the same title. It dis-
plays strong and sophisticated leadership, balanced
comprehensive programming, and a capacity to engage
in concentrated economic development through large-
scale projects.

First and most important of these distinguishing
characteristics is the nature and quality of leadership.
A CDC needs a leader who is a "public entrepreneur"
of a high order. With a leader of this kind who can make
things happen, a CDC has a chance to prosper; and
reciprocally, CDCs are vehicles for the growth and ex-
ercise of such leadership.

Another basic characteristic is that a CDC engages in
both social and economic projects and seeks to demon-
strate how these two types of programming reinforce
and depend upon each other. Economic projects such as
commercial and housing development bring in jobs,
income, and capital; they improve the physical environ-
ment and enlarge the sense of growth and opportunity
within the community. By operating a variety of educa-
tion, training, and other social programs, the CDC not
only meets critical needs for social services but also
builds power, credibility, and authority. Such power and
credibility, in turn, are necessary to command respect
from outside funding agencies; and the authority is
critical in reaching community decisions on matters
necessary to the success of economic development pro-
grams (such as zoning changes, family displacement,
and property condemnation).

In programmatic terms redevelopment appears to
require a coordinated and comprehensive strategy in-
volving both economic and social approaches. Employ-
ers require trained, competent employees; and indi-
viduals benefiting from social and training programs
require jobs. Finally, those with jobs or other sources
of income demand decent housing, recreational and
shopping facilities lest they remove their families and
consumer spending from the area.



The major CDCs are emphasizing the development
of commercial and residential property involving large-
scale projects, ranging from individual shopping center
and housing development projects, concentrated in lim-
ited geographic areas, to programs on the scale of new
towns. Only large-scale physical redevelopment brings
recognizable change, has some chance to transform the
tone and texture of the environment enough to retain
or attract middle-class residents, and can capture a
larger share of local consumer expenditures. To build a
broad and sound institutional base, CDCs must imple-
ment projects of scale to demonstrate their capacity and
strength in their communities and to generate income.

This emphasis derives both from the difficulties of
attracting established enterprises into depressed areas
and from several other economic factors. First, both
rural and urban depressed areas have a major economic
resource in quantities of run down or poorly developed
land. Second, the aggregate purchasing power of ghetto
residentsalthough depressed on a per capita basis
because of povertyis nonetheless substantial; but it is
frequently spent either outside the community or in
inefficient and overpriced "mom and pop" stores.
Finally, rural and urban depressed areas display a sub-
stantial demand for low- and moderate-income housing.

This is not meant to imply that minority entrepren-
eursbe they individuals or community groupswill
automatically be more successful than others in exploit-
ing these opportunities; the difficulties of minority (and
majority) owned supermarkets in low-income areas
across the nationand the failures of several subsidized
housing projects sponsored by minority group organiza-
tions such as churchesare evidence to the contrary.
At the same time, minority community development
corporations have certain advantages that need to be
tested. Geoffrey Faux has articulated the benefits of
operating through a CDC:*

Individual enterpreneurs are not equipped to cope with the
political nature of ghetto programs....Developers have to
deal with a multitude of city government agencies and offi-
cials as well as with neighborhood planning and advisory
boards, which, if they cannot exercise veto power, can cause
intolerable delays... (A) community organization with
broad-based political ties is in a much better position to
overcome the political obstacles to development... (Further,)
in contrast to individuals, community organizations ...are

*Geoffrey Faux, op. cit.

in a position to get the subsidies necessary for initial eco-
nomic projects.

Further, rural and urban depressed areas will prob-
ably be redeveloped only through the application of
massive governmental funding. If those funds were
available, however, there would be no institutional
capacity to utilize them effectively in these areas. CDCs
have the potential to fill that void by continuing to ac-
quire experience with projects such as commercial cen-
ters and housing. They will be able to increase the skill
and knowledge of their staffs in both development and
property management and to upgrade their manage-
ment and accounting systems to the level where they
could responsibly and efficiently administer large public
and private programs.

Two such land-based concentrated economic develop-
ment projects are being undertaken by the Bedford-
Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation in Brooklyn and
the East Central COmmittee for Opportunity (ECCO)
in rural Hancock County, Georgia. The Foundation has
already committed both grant and PRI funds to the
Restoration project, the construction of a $5.8 million
"Sheffield" commercial center. This project will provide
a mix of community, retail, and commercial facilities
for a population of approximately 75,000 people.

ECCO's current project of scale is the construction of
a federally financed 150-unit housing complex. A recent
Foundation recoverable grant of $268,000 has enabled
ECCO to acquire the remainder of a 700-acre tract for

Text continued on page 26

CDC Profiles
On pages 10 through 25 are brief descriptions of the eight
major urban and rural community development corpora-
tions assisted by the Foundation.

Zion Non-Profit Charitable Trust 10

South East Alabama Self-Help Association 12

Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration and
Development and Service Corporations 14

East Central Committee for Opportunity 16

Upper Park Avenue Community Action Committee 18

Watts Labor Community Action Committee 20

Mississippi Action for Community Education 22

The Woodlawn Organization 24
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Mon
Non-Profit
Charitable
Trust

The Zion organization, under the
leadership of Reverend Leon Sullivan,
conducts a variety of social and
economic programs in North Philadel-
phia. A founder of Zion Baptist Church
of Philadelphia, Reverend Sullivan
became active in the city's civil rights
struggles during the early 1960s by
organizing a selective buying campaign
against large companies in the Phila-
delphia area that discriminated
against blacks in their hiring practices;
at the same time he began to lay plans
to train blacks for new jobs. In
January 1964, he opened the first
Opportunities Industrialization Center
(OIC) where black youths could learn
industrial skills. Now a national pro-
gram, OIC has trained over 40,000
unskilled people in ninety-five cities
in the last six years, and the bulk of its
$40 million annual budget comes from
federal grants. In June of 1962,
Reverend Sullivan initiated the "10-36"
plan, a program through which his
parishioners would invest $10 per
month for thirty-six months in order
to fimd community educational and
charitable activities and to create a
capital base for local housing and
economic development. The "10-36"
plan now includes 6,000 investors and
is the foundation of the Zion program.

Over the years, Zion has engaged in
a number of economic development
activities. A $1 million, ninety-six-unit
garden apartment complex was
financed through the Industrial Valley
Bank and the Federal National Mort-
gage Association (FNMA). The 76,000
square foot Progress Plaza Shopping
Center was developed at a cost of $4
million for land and construction,
with the participation of Philadelphia's
First Pennsylvania Bank and Trust -

Co., the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, and the Ford Foundation.

Early in 1968 Rev. Sullivan persuaded
General Electric to provide technical
assistance to help Zion develop an
electronics and mechanical parts
plant. Based upon a $91,813 labor-
training contract from the U.S.
Department of Labor and a loan of
$680,000 from the First Pennsylvania
Bank and Trust Company, Zion
launched Progress Aerospace Enter-

10
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prises, Inc. At its inception the new
company was managed by personnel
from General Electric's aerospace
plant at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.
Now after an intensive nationwide
search for topflight management, the
firm has its own interracial team of
managers, some recruited from the
aerospace industries of California, who
supervise a labor force of 200 people.

Progress Aerospace Enterprises,
Inc. is located on a new three-acre
industrial park purchased by Zion in
northwest Philadelphia. The park site,
which will eventually house several
enterprises, is being renovated by
Zion's Progress Construction Com-
pany. Progress Construction Company
also holds a contract in a joint venture
on a $5 million office building. Zion is
currently planning future large-scale
programs that will comprise commer-
cial construction, including new
shopping centers in and around Phila-
delphia, and a number of low- and
moderate-income housing projects.
The combined Zion enterprises cur-
rently employ approximately 350
people and produce gross annual
revenues over $3 million.

Zion's wide-ranging social programs
are conducted through the Zion Non-
Profit Charitable Trust. The Trust,
with a budget of $3.5 million, is gov-
erned by a six-member board and has
144 employees. It operates a number
of locally based programs including a
tutoring and financial assistance pro-
gram for high school students; a day
care center accommodating 140
children; loan packaging, management
assistance, and training for minority
businessmen; and a general counseling
service for residents interested in
continuing or resuming their college
education.

Grants from the Ford Foundation
totaling $3,025,360 are helping
strengthen Zion's economic develop-
ment activities in commercial and
housing development.

Progress Plaza Shopping Center
( above), a mechanical parts plant
(opposite page), and training for
minority business developers (left)
are among activities sponsored by
Zion Non-Profit Charitable Trust.

11
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The South East Alabama Self-Help
Association (SEASHA) grow out of a
community education program spon-
sored by Thskegee Institute In t965.
The small original staff was respon-
sible for basic community organizing
and providing various kinds of aid to
the rural poverty population of Its
target counties in obtaining social
services from unresponsive local
agencies, assisting residents in retain-
ing their land, and in securing adequate
water systems. The association was
conceived as a multi-purpose com-
munity development corporation to
Improve social and economic oppor-
tunities in twelve southeast Alabama
counties.

Some of these counties, five of which
are located in the Alabama black belt,
are the most destitute in the nation.
Their back-roads are without gravel,
sewer and water facilities are minimal,
some 28.7 per cent of all black families
in the area earn less than $1,000 per
year, and 40 per cent of the entire
population, white as well as black,
have less than an eighth-grade
education.

Chartered in 1967 and directed by a
board made up of residents from each
county, SEASHA has attempted to act
as an ombudsman on behalf of 8,000
black families, many of whom find
their problems compounded by fre-
quently hostile local agencies and
institutions. By 1968, SEASHA's pro-
gram objectives began to broaden
beyond these functions, partly in
response to local need and partly as a
result of the availability of relatively
large ($480,000) funding from the Office
of Economic Opportunity. SEASHA is
today defined by its executive director
John Brown as a "rural economic
development corporation." Since 1969,
the SEASHA staff, currently number-
ing twenty-eight, has assisted ninety
local individually owned businesses in
loan packaging, management controls,
and accounting systems. SEASHA has
also established a credit union with
1,300 members, total assets of almost
$100,000, and 270 loans outstanding,
and a fifty-two-family feeder pig
cooperative. A principal objective of
the credit union and the cooperative
has been to establish the credit-
worthiness of black families and
farmers with local banks. SEASHA,
whose membership throw h its county
affiliates has grown to 6,206 people,
c lntinues to provide assistance to its
constituents in securing basic social
services such as welfare, aid to depen-
dent children, and social security.

SEASHA's future plans for develop-
ment include a 300acre housing and
industrial development in Bullock
County, Alabama; it has already
acquired 100 acres of prime land for
this and related rural housing.
development.

Ford Foundation support to SEASHA
has totaled $575,000.
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Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoration and
Development
and Service
Corporations

Brooklyn's BedfordStuyv, It sec-
tion, the nation's second is., gest black
communitypopulation 450,000is
the site of one of the nation's most
advanced community development
corporations. As early as the mid-
1950s large numbers of poor blacks
from the South had begun to migrate
into Bedford-Stuyvesant. The poverty
and educational deprivation that
drove them from the South persisted
in the new urban setting. A few statis-
tics define the area's chronic problem:
median annual income $4,700; an
infant mortality rate of 39 per 1,000;
one-half of all youths unemployed or
school drop-outs, and narcotics viola-
tions eight times the rate for New
York City as a whole.

As a community-based effort to
combat these problems, the Bedford-
Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation,
along with its sister organization, the
Development and Services Corpora-
tion, was founded in the Spring of
1967 with help from the late Senator
Robert F. Kennedy and the coopera-
tion of Mayor John Lindsay and
Senator Jacob Javits. Its purpose was
to mobilize the resources of govern-
ment, business, and local residents for
a program of physical, social, and
economic development.

Restoration is the operational arm
of the twin corporations, initiating and
directing most projects. Its board is
composed of local residents and its
president is Franklin A. Thomas,
former deputy police commissioner of
New York. The Development and
Services Corporation (D&S), headed
by John Doar, former assistant U.S.
attorney general, encourages business
investments in the area and provides
business knowledge and assistance.

With an annual rate of expenditures
of more than $25 million from founda-
tions and government agencies and a
staff of more than 300 employees,
Restoration operates a variety of
social and economic development
projects. Since 1968 it has provided
seventy local businesses with mana-
gerial advice and financial resources
of nearly $6 million, has trained and
placed over 4,000 local residents in
jobs, and has built or renovated 151
housing units with an additional 814
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units under construction. Restoration
also administers a $65 million housing
mortgage pool, is developing a com-
prehensive day care center system, has
built the first super-block (a new
concept for neighborhood community
development), and given complete
exterior renovation to over 1,800 homes
(a program employing over 2,500
residents). In addition, through the
corporation's efforts, IBM established
a manufacturing plant in Bedford-
Stuyvesant providing approximately
400 jobs for local residents.

Restoration is now engaged in the
construction of a $5.8 million commer-
cial center as the first phase of a civic,
commercial, and housing redevelop-
ment effort. The center will be built
around Restoration's recently com-
pleted headquarters in the renovated
Sheffield Farms building, a 100,000
square foot structure that also houses
a theater, community facilities, branch
offices of a bank, an insurance com-
pany, a utility, and several local
organizations. The center, which is
designed to meet the daily needs of
approximately 75,000 people living in
the immediate area, will include a
supermarket, a drugstore, a skating
rink, various shops, medical and busi-
ness offices, restaurants, and mini-
theaters.

Ford Foundation support to
Restoration totals $3.5 million in
grants and a $3.4 million loan
guarantee.

Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant
Restoration Corporation has rehabili-

.. tated three rundown city blocks into a
landscaped recreational area (above).
Also shown are a performance at the
Billie Holiday Theater (middle left),
partners in a moving firm that has
received financial help (bottom left),
and the manpower section of Restora
tion's new headquarters (opposite).



East Central
Committee for
Opportunity

The East Central Committee for
Opportunity (ECCO) was organized in
1969 by the Georgia Council on Human
Relations. Now independent of the
council, ECCO seeks to stimulate and
develop economic opportunities in
rural, predominantly black Hancock
County, Georgia. This county, about
100 miles southeast of Atlanta, has
poor agricultural land, little industry,
and a decreasing number of jobs. Most
of the county's resources are in the
form of farm ard timber land
concentrated in the hands of a few
absentee corporate landowners.
Originally, ECCO's mission was to
conduct a business development pro-
gram to create management and
employment opportunities that would
complement the social and community
organizing programs already being
run by the Georgia council. It was
funded through the council and run by
John McCown, the council's executive
director. Its early activities included
efforts in voter registration and educa-
tion and assessing job needs, and the
creation of employment opportunities.
Under McCown's direction, ECCO has
grown into an organization with a
current membership of 4,000 and
annual gross receipts from grants and
business operations of approximately
$1.2 million.

ECCO's initial economic develop-
ment work was aimed at creating job
opportunities for semi- and unskilled
workers. The projects included the
acquisition of a concrete block manu-
facturing plant, a theater, a grocery
store, and a service station. These
businesses currently provide jobs to
more than seventy-five local residents.
To promote the continued develop-
ment of local business enterprise,
ECCO has established a Minority
Enterprise Small Business Investment
Company (MESBIC) which can pro-
vide necessary local equity capital.

ECCO's principal project to date has
been the development of a 358-acre
catfish farm, the largest such enter-
prise in the United States; it represents
a $2.5 million investment provided
largely by the Office of Economic
Opportunity and the Foundation.
ECCO has also instituted two training
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programs; one, in cooperation with the
Atlanta University School of Business;
which trains MBA candidates for
management positions, and the other
which trains local residents for lower
skill opportunities.

ECCO is now in the process of devel-
oping a 700-acre tract adjacent to the
catfish farm for industrial, housing,
and recreational facilities. The initial
phase involves the construction of a
$2.3 million, 150-unit housing project
on eighty acres to be financed through
the Federal Housing Administration,
the federal Economic Development
Administration, and the Ford
Foundation.

In addition to these major prospects,
ECCO is trying to induce expanding
firms to locate plants on the 700-acre
tract. In the planning and evaluation
stages are potential investments or
acquisitions that would attract a
poultry processing operation, a gar-
ment manufacturing plant, and a
furniture business.

As a means of enlarging and improv-
ing its capabilities, ECCO in 1972
became affiliated with the Atlanta
University School of. Business, which
has taken direct responsibility for the
overall administration of ECCO
projects. Under this arrangement,
McCown, who has left the Georgia
council to become executive director
of ECCO, reports directly to the dean
of the School of Business and has
complete access on behalf of ECCO to
the university staff and technical
facilities.

Total Ford Foundation support to
ECCO has been $875,000 in grants, and
a program-related investment of
$850,000.

Catfish farm run by East Central
Committee for Opportunity in Georgia
(top left and right) is largest such
enterprise in the United States. Also
shown is ECCO's cement block
processing plant.
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The Upper Park Avenue Community
Association (UPACA) was founded by
a group of Blacks and Puerto Ricans
in 1965 as a neighborhood organization
to deal with the problems of housing,
drug addiction, and unemployment in
New York City's East HarlcAn. Its
target area was between Park and
Lexington Avenues from 116th to 125th
Streets. Under the leadership of Mary
lemma and Margaret Jenkins and
utilizing small amounts of money
from the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, UPACA operated a variety of
local social service programs.

In 1967 UPACA joined with the New
York Federation of Reform Syna-
gogues to establish the UPACA Non-
Profit Housing Corporation. To date
200 new and 220 rehabilitated units
have been completed, representing $25
million in FIIA-insured financing from
the New York Bank for.Savings, the
Bowery Savings Bank, and New York
Life Insurance Company. These units
are managed by UPACA's own man-
agement component which has gained
national recognition. In conjunction
with the New York Medical College,
UPACA has developed a program of
comprehensive social services for
tenants, and conducts a tenant infor-
mation and training program in
cooperation with Cornell University.
Federal funding is anticipated for
UPACA's tenant training program.
This willallow. Cornell to expand its
services to other housing development
corporations throughout the metro-
politan area

UPACA is designated a sponsor by
the City of New York for the redevel-
opment of its nine square block area.
Working in cooperation with the New
York State Urban Development Cor-
poration, UPACA is now utilizing the
limited dividend approach to housing
construction and will share in the
proceeds from syndication of the tax
shelters. When construction is com-
pleted by 1974, there will be over 2,000
new units, a day care center, com-
munity facilities, and small scale
commercial development. Revenues to
UPACA management will increase as
units are completed. Aware of the
physical deterioration and vandalism
that has plagued many government-
sponsored housing developments,
UPACA has taken a number of steps to
manage and maintain its properties.
One related program, financed by a
$235,000 Ford Foundation grant, pro-
vides a three-month training course
for building superintendents who
receive instruction in preventive main-
tenance, repair of mechanical systems,
and human relations skills. Another
program, run in conjunction with
Cornell University, provides a course
in household management and
consumer practices for tenants.
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Watts
Labor Community
Action
Committee

The Watts Labor Community Action
Committee (WLCAC) was organized in
the Spring of 1965, with the aid and
encouragement of ten international
unions and staff of the University of
California's Institute of Labor Rela-
tions. Its goal was to organize the
community, to create jobs, and to
acquire capital in order to stem the
economic and social blight subse-
quently brought to national attention
in the Watts Los Angeles riot of
August 1965 and sharply delineated in
the Mc Cone Commission report.
WLCAC started as a one -moan opera-
tion, headed by Ted Watkins, a former
United Auto Workers leader; he has
remained its executive director and
developed an organization that today
employs 350 people and has an annual
operating budget of $3.5 million.

The organization's early programs
emphasized manpower training.
Beginning with a three-month summer
youth training program, WLCAC now
operates a Neighborhood Youth Corps
project, a Concentrated Employment
Project, a Community Elite Corps, and
a $2.5 million Residential Training
Center at Saugus, California. Together,
these facilities provide 750 year-round
training positions plus 2,000 summer
positions for local youth. In addition,
WLCAC has acquired, or created,
sel.al small businesses that serve
as training centers: two service
stations, a farming operation, a credit
union, a restaurant, and a grocery
store.

One of the major community
services undertaken by WLCAC was a
campaign for the construction of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. General
Hospital, a 470-bed facility, which
opened in April 1972. As the McCone
Commission points out, over 250,000
residents of the Watts south central
Los Angeles area were without nearby
medical service, the closest hospital
being twelve miles distant.

Housing activities include a state-
financed project to move existing
homes from a freeway right-of-way
into the Watts area. To date, forty
houses have been relocated. Necessary
rehabilitation and landscaping
involved in this project are performed
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by WLCAC's subsidiary general con-
tracting company, which last year
handled $500,000 in contracts. WLCAC's
first low-income housing construction
project (forty units) has received FHA
approval and ground-breaking is
imminent. To facilitate further housing
development, the Chrysler Fund has
provided WLCAC with a $2 million
loan fund for land acquisition.

The organization is currently plan-
ning a 140-acre development contigu-
ous to the new Martin Luther King
Hospital. This project, to be under-
taken in partnership with the county,
will include low-income housing, a
regional shopping center, and com-
munity recreational facilities.

To date Ford Foundation support to
WLCAC for its administration and
development efforts has totaled
$2,150,000.

Free bus rides for the elderly are
provided by the Watts Labor Commu-
nity Action Committee (opposite).
WLCAC also operates a residential
training centcr at Saugus, California,
(above) and a training program for
licensed vocational nurses (left).
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Black leaders in the Mississippi Delta
counties in 1965 merged several self-
help groups into a rurally based com-
munity development corporation,
Mississippi Action for Community
Education (MACE). MACE has since
started bringing thousands of poor
black families into the social and
economic mainstream from which they
have long been barred. Its programs
include training for community organ-
izers in affiliate organizations, the
development of basic adult education
programs and efforts to make local.
government agencies more responsive
in the delivery of social services.

While MACE's primary objective is
to provide training and assistance to
its affiliates (which represent a con-
stituency of 20,000 people), it has
recently placed increasing emphasis
on projects involving economic and
business development. MACE is affili-
ated with the Delta Foundation, a
technical assistance/venture capital
operation aimed at creating employ-
ment opportunities through the
establishment of black-owned enter-
prises: these ventures include a blue
jeans factory, a metal stamping plant,
and a chain of community-owned
superettes grossing approximately
$1,500,000 annually (and representing
1,000 stockholders). Altogether these
ventures employ 175 people.

MACE's addition of economic devel-
opment to its portfolio of programs
reflects the appointment of a new
executive director, Charles Bannerman,
who also functions as president of the
Delta Foundation. Bannerman's future
plans include the development of
MACE's first housing project on forty
acres in Flora, Mississippi, and a
housing-industrial complex on a 370 -
acre tract in black-governed Mound
Bayou, Mississippi.

MACE also is working to improve
health services in the Delta region.
Local medical societies prohibit out-of-
state doctors from practicing in
Mississippi. Hospitals and clinics are
expensive and usually far from rural
population areas. One consequence of
these conditions has been Mississippi's
infant mortality rate (47.7 per 1,000),
which is the highest in the nation.
Responding to these conditions MACE
has organized mobile health units,
trained paramedical staff, and
recruited doctors who are accredited
in Mississippi or can qualify.

Ford Foundation grants to MACE
have totaled $950,031 since 1970.

Employment opportunities are created
by Mississippi Action for Community
Education through a blue jeans fac-
tory (opposite page) and a metal
stamping plant (above). MACE also
operates, cooperative store for
fanners (below).
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The VVoodlawn
Organization

The Woodlawn Organization (TWO)
was one of the nation's first com-
munity development corporations. It
was formed in 1959 as a federation of
over 100 black community groups.
At that time members of a variety of
block clubs and civic organizations
began to meet to discuss mutual con-
cern over the general state of decline
afflicting the Hyde Park- Woodlawn
neighborhood of Chicago. In the early
years the program emphasized protest
and advocacy on such issues as inade-
quate social service delivery by local
agencies and landlord-tenant
struggles. Since then TWO has moved
into the areas of housing and economic
development with increasing intensity.
During this period it has been led by
the Reverend Arthur Brazier as presi-
dent (now vice president of the Center
for Community Change and monitor
of the Ford Foundation's support to
TWO), his successor E. Duke McNeil,
and executive director Leon Finney.
Since 1968 TWO has rehabilitated
ninety-six housing units in the com-
munity and has developed the $9.3
million, 502-unit Woodlawn Gardens
low-income apartment complex. This
complex includes a 54,000 square foot
shopping plaza with a TWO-Hillman
supermarket that is currently grossing
$60,000 per week. In addition, the
organization owns and operates
several smaller enterprises, including
a guard service, a newspaper, and a
theater.

In addition to housing, employment
has been an important area of TWO
activity. It launched its first man-
power program in 1964 with a $77,000
contract from the Department of
Labor to conduct a demonstration-
recruitment and training project.
Since that time, TWO has received
manpower contracts from the federal
government totaling approximately $7
million. Under a state contract, TWO
currently is engaged in developing a
comprehensive plan for a community
health care and delivery system; it is
also in the process of expanding its
day care program.

Recently, TWO has been preparing
to undertake a three-phase land acqui-
sition, housing, and commercial
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development program. Phase one,
already well into the planning stages,
involves a $6 million, 320-unit resi-
dential and commercial complex, and
includes loan and grant support from
the University of Chicago and the
Illinois Housing Development
Authority.

Ford Foundation support to TWO
for its administration and for the
expansion of its programs has
amounted to $708,352.

Olt

One of the first community devel-
opment corporations, Chicago's
The Woodlawn Organization operates
a movie theater (above) and a
supermarket (top right) and is
rehabilitating rundown housing
(right).



Text continued from page 9
multi-purpose development across the road from its
358-acre fish farm and to start housing construction on
80 of these acres.

Certain conditions are necessary to undertake suc-
cessfully such projects of scale. First, there should be a
local institution that has credibility and authority
within its community as well as with government agen-
cies and financial institutions. Second, there should be
land appropriate for the project at feasible prices and
obtainable by the CDC. Third, professional technical
assistance should be introduced of essentially the same
kind as is available to conventional developer-entre-
preneurs. Fourth, a broad spectrum of financing is
needed; including grants and highly subordinated as
well as conventional financing. Finally, at least at this
stage of CDC development, there must be an "anchor"
or node of developmenta strength on which to build.
This can be a substantial middle-class population, an
income producing facility such as a plant or a job-
intensive public institution, and/or a spontaneously
growing commercial center. For example, the Bedford-
Stuyvesant project has as its base a middle-class, home-
owning segment of population and an independently
growing commercial area; in ECCO the fish farm and
housing complex will be soon reinforced by construc-
tion of a major Georgia Power Company plant in which
it is expected that members of the ECCO community
will share in both construction and operating employ-
ment. Another promising possibility---certainly the
largest scale project conceived to date by a CDCis the
proposed 140-acre commercial, community service, and
residential redevelopment planned by the Watts Labor
Community Action Committee (WLCAC) around the
new ;35 million Martin Luther King Hospital which was
located in south central Los Angeles through the efforts
of WLCAC.

The Foundation's Role: A Development Support Institution

There is no single domestic "development support
institution"nor a coordinated group of institutions
that provides financial and technical assistance of the
quality, quantity, and timeliness required by local de-
velopment corporations. Through grants the Foundation
can provide the resources needed tc support staff and
administration, social service programs, and economic
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projects in the planning stage; the PRI tool enables us
to provide equity and debt financing. Perhaps more
important, the Foundation's position as a major private
sector institution involved in investment and real estate
activities on its own account enables it to contract for
and require performance of the same kind of profes-
sional talent available to commercial and industrial
firms.

Supplying and managing a technical support effort of
these dimensions is a long, complex, and expensive
process. In addition, two caveats must be kept in mind:
the need to match the usefulness of substantive exper-
tise with due regard for the special conditions of
minority communities; and the importance of maintain-
ing the distinction between advice and dependence. The
Foundation believes the chances are good for this sup-
port to be productive, not only in aiding the develop-
ment of sound projects but also in developing strong
staff capability within the CDCs through what amounts
to a one-on-one, on-the-job training operation.

The Foundation has gathered a roster of specialists
falling within two general categories: one group is com-
posed of professionals in limited fields such as account-
ing, property management, and federal housing pro-
grams. The other consists of entrepreneurs in construc-
tion and in commercial, industrial, and housing develop-
ment; their analyses of the feasibility of projects and
recommendations on project structuring are essential;
they relate to CDC projects in part through fee contracts
and, more importantly, through carefully structured
arrangements of pecuniary interest in a specific project
( i.e., joint venture, incentive, or bonus arrangements).

To recapitulate, the Foundation's community develop-
ment effort consists of a support program of grant,
PRI, and technical assistance to a group of CDCs that
are undertaking projects of scale. These projects seek
to increase the CDCs' operating capacity as they gen-
erate social and economic benefits, trained leaders and
managers, and domestic development experience. The
objective is to help create an institution that is able to
grow and adapt to fill the gap between prospective pri-
vate and governmental resources and continuing local
need. In addition, the Foundation will support a number
of CDCs or CDC-like groups that appear to be evolving
toward this capacity and that represent principally the
needs of various non-black minority communities.



Rationale

For over a decade governmental and private agencies
have been operating in rural and urban depressed areas
with seemingly little impact. Many federal programs
have tried to promote growth by funding CDC-type
groups that now exist in many depressed areas. But
there is no other agency with equivalent resources and
established commercial relationships that is conducting
a clearly defined attempt to build the type of local de-
velopment institution that might bridge the gap between
available resources and the realities of local need. To
put it another way and to restate the thesis of this
paper:

By playing out the role of a development support insti-
tution for local CDCs, this Foundation may be able to
demonstrate the institutional arrangements under
which a domestic development process might best
operate.

In essence the program is an experiment in the tradi-
tion of operational research. If this experiment is suc-
cessful, it will constitute a demonstration of a model
that should commend itself to federal and other gov-
ernmental adoption. If not, we shall at least have gener-
ated leadership opportunities, useful individual projects,
and experiences that will contribute to knowledge of
the development process.

The need for such a model is evidenced by public
policy initiatives in recent years which suggest that the
notion of some sort of development agency based on
local corporations is on the minds of policy-makers. In
1968 a "Community Self-Determination Act" was unsuc-
cessfully introduced in the Congress to charter CDCs
that would draw on a nationwide community develop-
ment bank. A revision of that bill, the "Community Cor-
poration Act of 1970" was introduced but failed to pass.
In 1971 Representative Wright Patman introduced a bill
to establish a National Development Bank to "...make
and guarantee long-term loans at reasonable interest
rates ... (in) depressed urban and rural areas ... to indi-
viduals and corporations." It defines depressed areas
in terms that fit the settings of CDCs, ties its loans to
requirements that borrowers employ and train the un-
der- or unemployed, and sets up a system by which the
bank will provide technical assistance to borrowers.
Further, the successful bill instituting the land settle-
ment accruing to Alaskan Eskimos, Aleuts, and Indians
provides for a development fund and mandates its ad-

ministration by a network of native-controlled commu-
nity corporations.

Thus, Congress appears interested in some sort of
local delivery and representational mechanism not dis-
similar from that of the evolving CDC and the Founda-
tion can play a key role in developing such an institution.
It has gathered a permanent staff and a corps of con-
sultants who have experience in and are committed to
this kind of effort. And, as noted earlier, the Foundation
stands between the public and private sectors and has
available the variety of resources required for this pro-
gram. Other foundations either do not have the re-
sources or the program priorities to support an effort
of this scale. The large-scale economic development and
housing projects crucial to CDC development in particu-
lar require support in staff, PRI investments, and man-
agement assistance that can be provided only through
the resources and corporate influence of this Founda-
tion.

Several major arguments can be made against the
program, and not all of them can be conclusively coun-
tered. On the next few pages are listed some of the major
clusters of reservations that can beand have been
raised against a decision to allocate substantial re-
sources to a CDC program, together with a rationale
responsive to each of these points.

1. A concentration of Foundation resources on CDCs
deprives other important minority-oriented programs of
support.

This view is based on the premise that the Foundation,
because of its size and prominence, is bound to attract
a wide variety of good proposals, should be involved in
many or most .approaches to aiding minorities, and has
the staff capability and relative autonomy to make the
required judgments between competing proposals. Yet
our experience to date has shown that the volume of the
flow of proposals to the Foundation exceeds our actual
or potential staff capacity. More important, to follow
such a "response" procedure fragments our resources
and precludes or dilutes a strategy of concentration and
impact. In addition, the Foundation is continuing to set
aside a substantial (25 per cent) portion of its social
development budget to long-standing commitments and
new possibilities in the field of civil rights and racial
equality.
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2. Support of CDCs is merely "gilding the ghetto" when
major efforts should be directed at dispersing it; sup-
port of CDCs thus promotes separatism and segregation.

This criticism is based on assumptions that need to be
reexamined. The.first of these is that even voluntary con-
centrations of minority groups reflect the failure of
society to integrate. But we are learning that integra-
tion is not as clear and easily understood a term as we
once thought; it is no longer interpreted to mean that
all groups must be like the dominant group and that
racial and ethnic minority groups must be homogene-
ously mixed. It is now recognized as counter-productive
to induce groups to disperse when they seek to remain
together because of ethnic and cultural ties. In a plural-
istic society where many ethnic and racial groups need
to co-exist, integration is now seen more as an option
available to the individual to move within the society
without prejudice. The range of such options is not full
if a social strategy is adopted that would undermine the
home bases of a large segment of the population. More-
over, dispersal cannot be accomplished by fiat and is
more likely to occur as a slow, complex response to
social and economic forces.

A second assumption is that "gilding" or attempting
to transform depressed areas is inconsistent with other
efforts and forces working towards dispersion. But de-
velopment and dispersal can and should be comple-
mentary efforts. Given demographic trends, depressed
areas will continue to have substantial populations. Un-
fortunately, the evidence indicates that a dispersal
strategy by itself, even if successful, would result in the
migration of the most stable segment of the population,
leaving pockets of extreme poverty without any sizeable
working class population. The experience to date sug-
gests that concentrating the most severely disadvan-
taged in such "communities" reinforces social pathology
exponentially and makes dispersal of the remaining
residents socially and politically infeasible.

3. The Foundation CDC "strategy" is deficient because it
is not based on a rigorous and coherent theory; it is
opportunistic and ad (hoc in nature and it reinforces
existing trends rather than breaking new ground.

Unfortunately, there is no rigorous theory of the goals
and methods of community development, especially in
relation to depressed minority communities in ad-
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vanced economies. However, the present need for an
institutionalized delivery mechanism is so acute that
efforts cannot await the articulation of a theory. We
are experimenting with the development process and
testing the entrepreneurial capacity of maturing CDC
institutions by exploiting specific developmental oppor-
tunities. This is an attempt to build an institution in
order to have experience from which theory can be
developed and refined.

Since no such theory now exists, it is difficult to estab-
lish precise goals and a time frame for these efforts;
there is no standard answer partly because there is no
standard situation. We have, however, established a
five-year term as a target for CDCs to become viable
organizations with established middle managements
able to undertake large property development and man-
agement projects without outside technical assistance
being provided by the Foundation. Further, as described
below, we are attempting to design an evaluation pro-
cedure for each individual CDC; the most difficult task
of this evaluation design is to decide upon certain
measures as credible indicators of CDC effectiveness
over specified time horizons. It should be reiterated at
this point that institution-building in depressed minor-
ity communities is a long-term, complex, and hard -to-
predict endeavor.

4. Support of CDCs is inconclusive because it is nothing
more than an extended subsidy.

Even on grounds of economic realism, the subsidy
objection is not compelling. We have iaditionally sub
sidized "infant" industries in this country and currently
subsidize economic development activities overseas.
Indeed, much of American private industry currently
receives government support and/or contracts which
contain some elements of subsidy. This is especially true
in areas of high political priority such as agriculture,
defense, and space. From the vantage point of the ghetto,
the subsidies to Lockheed and Penn Central and the
priorities implied by them seem discriminatory. Fur-
ther, CDC efforts over time may show the utility of
certain types of continuing or temporary subsidies, and
this itself is not without demonstration value. Finally,
it is our judgment that in the long run the most effective
CDCs will become self-sustaining; even today Bedford,-
Stuyvesant Restoration and the Upper Park Avenue



Community Association would survive and possibly
prosper without Foundation support as contract agen-
cies for federal, state, and local governments.

5. The actual accomplishments and potential value of
CDCs have been "overstated." In reality most are fragile
institutions with thin staffs and inexperienced manage-
ment. Further, the concentrated economic development
activities are really quite modest in comparison to the
problems of the ghetto at large.

The premises underlying this objection have some
validity; a pessimistic view of successful CDCs is that
they really are feeble social palliatives. It is hard at
present to see CDCs as significant influences on the
depressed communities in which they operate. Bedford-
Stuyvesant Restorationa CDC nominally serving a
population of nearly a half million peopleis still oper-
ating on a scale many orders of magnitude below the
level of need; its accomplishments are measured in
terms of a few score blocks and businesses and a few
thousand jobs. Furthermore, some of the CDCs at pres-
ent are fragile organizations whose staff competence is
characterized better by energy and aspiration than by
confidence and experience; and while most projects of
scale are substantial undertakings, they are uniquely
large only in comparison to existing economic entities
in the ghetto.

But much of this is understandable. As noted earlier,
institution-building in this country's depressed areas
will take several years. Most CDCs are only five years
old and all we can say now is that they have demon-
strated the capacity for growth under the most adverse
conditions. At least another five years are needed before
they can become institutions with the capacity to sur-
vive their founders. Similarly, the concentrated eco-
nomic development projects of scale are not designed
to redevelop the ghetto as a whole. Initead, specific
neighborhoodspockets of strength within larger de-
pressed areasare being selected so that CDCs can
attempt to test the validity of a model that builds where
there is at least some organizational capacity and rea-
sonable potential for economic growth.

Plans and Implications
for the Future

Present levels and patterns of Ford Foundation CDC
support have evolved pragmatically out of staff and
grantee experience and within the limits of budgets that
represent several other program interests as well. The
program of institution-building, operational research,
and training described in this paper calls for a specific
commitment of Foundation funds over the next few
years. The current tentative budget plans for an outlay
of some $75 million over the next five years, which would
include some $50 million in outright grants plus some
$25 million in PRI funds.

To make these future funding decisions as objective
as possible, and to add to the store of useful knowledge
about CDCs and the development process, the Founda-
tion is undertaking a formal evaluation of its CDC pro-
gram. Conducted by the Urban Institute under grants
totaling $250,000, the evaluation aims at gathering and
interpreting quantitative information to measure how
well the Ford-supported CDCs are accomplishing their
objectives.

Leaders and managers of the grantee CDCs are work-
ing with Ford Foundation and Urban Institute staffs to
design and conduct the evaluation, which will extend
initially over a two-year period. The first six months will
be a demonstration phase, during which specific quanti-
tative measures for evaluation"milestones"will be
devised for three selected CDCs. These milestones should
make it possible to infer whether certain changes in
key determinants of local living conditions can be attrib-
uted to CDC operations. Most important among such
determinants are personal income, housing, jobs, real
estate values, health care, education, retail goods and
services, commercial services, flows of capital, public
utilities, municipal and social welfare services, and pub-
lic safety and security. When the milestones are agreed
on, all parties to the evaluation will at the same time
stipulate the evaluative conclusions that will follow
from different values that may be found for these
quantitative measures. The results of these systematic
evaluations of the performance of CDCs will be impor-
tant factors in the decisions that must be made by
CDC leaders and the Foundation with respect to pro-
gram content and to continuing, expanding, changing,
or phasing out the CDC program.

In undertaking this evaluation the Foundation hopes
to offset the risks inherent in supporting a major social
experiment, but it realizes that such risks can be only
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mitigated, not avoided. This is especially true of a pro-
gram that is as highly visible as this one and that em-
phasizes concentrated economic development through
large-scale projects. By helping CDCs move in a particu-
lar direction (concentrated economic development), the
Foundation is focusing on them the attention of the gov-
ernment and the society at large. If under these circum-
stances some CDCs experience decisive commercial
failures, the Foundationand the CDCsrisk a destruc-
tion of confidence in the potential of the CDC as an in-
stitution irrespective of general economic conditions
or other critical factors.

On the other hand, where there are risks, there is also
the potential of high return on investment. The CDC
program will be worthwhile if it shows that CDCs can
become more securely established as viable institutions
through successful development programs, can provide
agencies interested in the problem of development with
new knowledge, and can increase the number of trained
leaders and managers devoted to community develop-
ment. Beyond this level of achievement, the kind of
CDC the Foundation is working with could become an
instrument for the eventual redirection of additional
national resources to the problems of urban and rural
depressed areas.

The ultimate test of the demonstration will be its role
in helping communities to bridge the gap between rela-
tively large amounts of available resources and limited
local capacity and to reverse the spiral of deterioration
and despair. This kind of community development aims
to create a base from which, at their own option and on
better terms, minority people can be upwardly or later-
ally mobile in this society. To the extent that it does this,
it will play its part in developing a single though
pluralistic national community.

Photographs on the following pages were obtained from
the organizations mentioned in the captions: 11 (top), 12-15,
16 (top), 20-21. All other photography is by Tyrone Dukes
for the Ford Foundation.

Directors of Foundation-Supported Community
Development Corporations
Following is a list of the directors of the community de-
velopment corporations that are supported by the Ford
Foundation, with the names and addresses of their or-
ganizations.

The Reverend Leon Sullivan
Zion Non-Profit Charitable Trust
1501 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19121

Franklin Thomas
Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation
John Doar
Bedford-Stuyvesant Development and Services
Corporation
1368 Fulton Street
Brooklyn, New York 11216

Leon Finney
The Woodlawn Organization
1135 East 63rd Street
Chicago, Illinois 60621

John McCown
East Central Committee for Opportunity
Post Office
Mayfield, Georgia 31059

Ted Watkins
Watts Labor Community Action Committee
11401 South Central Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90059

Charles Bannerman
Mississippi Action for Community Education
140 South Eighth Street
Greenville, Mississippi 38701

John Brown, Jr.
South East Alabama Self-Help Association, Inc.
P.O. Drawer 1080
Tuskegee Institute, Alabama 36088

Mary lemma and Margaret Jenkins
Upper Park Avenue Community Association
114-34 East 122nd Street
New York, New York 10035


